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Abstract

Several recent works have directly extended the image
masked autoencoder (MAE) with random masking into video
domain, achieving promising results. However, unlike im-
ages, both spatial and temporal information are important
for video understanding. This suggests that the random
masking strategy that is inherited from the image MAE is
less effective for video MAE. This motivates the design of a
novel masking algorithm that can more efficiently make use
of video saliency. Specifically, we propose a motion-guided
masking algorithm (MGM) which leverages motion vectors
to guide the position of each mask over time. Crucially, these
motion-based correspondences can be directly obtained from
information stored in the compressed format of the video,
which makes our method efficient and scalable. On two chal-
lenging large-scale video benchmarks (Kinetics-400 and
Something-Something V2), we equip video MAE with our
MGM and achieve up to +1.3% improvement compared to
previous state-of-the-art methods. Additionally, our MGM
achieves equivalent performance to previous video MAE us-
ing up to 66% fewer training epochs. Lastly, we show that
MGM generalizes better to downstream transfer learning
and domain adaptation tasks on the UCF101, HMDB51,
and Diving48 datasets, achieving up to +4.9% improvement
compared to baseline methods.

1. Introduction
Video transformers [1, 24, 25, 28, 43] have achieved state-of-
the-art for a variety of video understanding tasks, mirroring
the success of image transformers such as ViT [9]. How-
ever, many video transformers heavily rely on large-scale
supervised pretraining from image datasets such as Ima-
geNet21K [8] and JFT-300M [35], which is data-inefficient.

Self-supervised learning (SSL) [5, 15, 17, 29, 42] is one
promising paradigm for eliminating the dependency on large-
scale supervised pretraining. The denoising / masked autoen-
coder (MAE) [41], which was originally popularized by
BERT [20] for natural language modeling, has recently re-
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Figure 1: Top-1 accuracy on Something-Something V2.
Our proposed MGM outperforms all previous masked-video
methods (M3Video [36], MAM2 [33], BEVT [45], Omn-
iMAE [13], MotionMAE [50], and VideoMAE [39]) with
improved training efficiency. Marker shape denotes recon-
struction target.

emerged as a promising representation learning method for
vision tasks. Image MAE [2, 16] has achieved state-of-the-
art in image domain via learning to reconstruct randomly
masked image patches. Recently, similar works [11, 39] that
reconstruct randomly masked video have obtained encour-
aging results in video domain. However, few SSL works
focus on effectively learning video saliency. In this paper, we
improve upon the previous video MAEs [11, 39] via video
saliency.

We argue that the random masking strategy which is in-
herited from image MAE is not optimal for video. The
optimal random masking ratio for video MAE [11, 39] is
higher than that for image MAE [16] (0.9 vs. 0.75). This
can be understood as a consequence of the natural tempo-
ral coherence within videos, which leads to the existence
of similar video patches in other frames. When using ran-
dom masking, many of these correlated video patches may
be visible to the encoder which would make reconstruction
easier. This necessitates the use of a high masking ratio in
order to reduce redundancy and make the reconstruction task

This ICCV paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
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sufficiently challenging [11]. However, increasing the mask-
ing ratio has the side-effect of leaving fewer visible patches
for the MAE encoder to learn spatiotemporal saliency from,
which we hypothesize limits the learned representation.

We thus propose to guide the model to learn to reconstruct
the most salient regions of video. As humans and objects are
key to understanding video, one natural idea is to track the
bounding boxes in each video frame and mask the content
within. This is also consistent with the observation that video
pixels evolve continuously frame-by-frame, and therefore,
the MAE should be able to reconstruct this spatiotemporal
continuity. However, generating bounding boxes for each
frame is impractical for large-scale video datasets.

To this end, we hypothesize that motion is an effective
guide for detecting spatiotemporal saliency. To test this hy-
pothesis, we define the saliency score as rbbox / rnon bbox,
or the ratio of average motion magnitude within bounding
boxes to average motion magnitude outside bounding boxes.
The saliency score is 1.47 for Something-Something v2 [14]
and 1.28 for Kinetics-400 [19] respectively, suggesting that
regions of higher motion overlap with spatially salient re-
gions more often than regions of lesser motion.

We thus propose an improved masking algorithm, MGM,
which uses motion to continuously guide the mask to cover
the most salient spatiotemporal regions. MGM obtains cheap
motion correspondence by exploiting the H.264 codec [30]
which prevails in popular video formats such as MP4. Dur-
ing the encoding phase of H.264, motion vectors are pre-
computed and stored as part of the codec. Thus during the
decoding phase, motion vectors can be obtained “for free”
along with RGB frames. The use of readily available mo-
tion vectors instead of expensive optical flow enables us
to efficiently achieve scale. While some supervised works
have used motion vectors [21, 43, 47], we are the first to use
motion vectors for MAE pretraining.

Our MGM outperforms previous VideoMAE [39] by
1.2% on Something-Something V2 (SSv2) [14] and 0.2% on
Kinetics-400 (K400) [19], demonstrating that our MGM is ef-
fective. MGM can also achieve the same performance as [39]
with 50% fewer training epochs as shown in Fig. 1, further
making MAE pretraining more data-efficient. We also show
that MGM generalizes well to small datasets (UCF101 [34],
HMDB51 [22], and Diving48 [23]) in both full finetune
and linear probe evaluation as well as domain adaptation
settings with up to 4.9% performance improvement over
VideoMAE [39]. This shows that the features learned by
MGM contain richer semantics that transfer well to video
recognition tasks. In summary, our contributions are:

1. MGM, an efficient and effective self-supervised algo-
rithm for 3D masking that continuously models motion
trajectories.

2. Applying motion vectors which are directly available
during video decoding - unlike optical flow - to provide

efficient motion guidance in the MAE framework.
3. New state-of-the-art or comparable results on two large-

scale datasets and various downstream tasks on three
small datasets, as well as detailed ablations and insights.

2. Related Works

Image Masked Auto-Encoders. iGPT [4] was one of the
first recent attempts to revisit masked image modeling using
Transformer architecture rather than CNNs. iGPT recon-
structs at the pixel-level. Other recent works try different
reconstruction targets. Some works such as BEIT [2] explore
using tokenization as a prediction target, such as tokens from
pretrained dVAE [40]. MaskFeat [46] explores using HoG
features [7] as a reconstruction target. ImageMAE [16]
reconstructs normalized image patches and focuses on study-
ing decoder design, discovering that larger decoders enable
the encoder to process only visible patches, thus enabling
the use of a larger masking ratio to achieve both better per-
formance and computational efficiency. Unlike these works,
our MGM is designed specifically for video.

Video Masked Auto-Encoders. Some works such as VIM-
PAC [37] and BEVT [45] try to reconstruct video tokens and
thus require strong tokenizers using either extra pretraining
data or domain-specific knowledge. VideoMAE [11, 39]
bypasses this requirement by applying image MAE [16] to
reconstruct 3D RGB video patches, achieving promising
results on video benchmarks. Other works such as Omni-
MAE [13] use both image and video masked modeling to
achieve improved performance on both image and video
tasks. A line of very recent work tries to improve Video-
MAE by designing explicit motion cues by reconstructing
optical flow or frame difference based targets [33, 36, 50].

These existing video MAE works all inherit random mask-
ing from image MAE [16] where the mask is either discon-
tinuous such as in ST-MAE [11] or random tubes such as
in VideoMAE [39]. In the former, the mask is randomly
distributed both spatially and temporally, and in the latter,
the mask is randomly distributed spatially but temporally
static. In contrast, we re-examine this assumption and de-
sign a new masking algorithm that continuously masks out
video motion to force the model to focus on spatiotemporal
saliency. We make no changes to the reconstruction target
nor model architecture.

VideoMAE [39] initially generates a random mask and stat-
ically propagates the mask across time. The position of
the mask is the same across frames, forming small tubelets
which are spatially discontinuous but temporally continuous.

ST-MAE [11] independently generates a random mask per-
frame which is neither spatially nor temporally continuous.
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Figure 2: An overview of a) the proof-of-concept simulated-motion masking (SMM) vs. b) motion-guided masking (MGM).
Our MGM produces 3D masks that achieves both spatial and temporal continuity, while capturing the true motion information
in the video. Random masking (left-most) is both spatially and temporally discontinuous.

3. Methodology
As detailed in Sec. 1, motion is concentrated in salient video
regions. Random masking does not effectively cover these
regions because motion is not uniformly distributed through-
out the video. Furthermore, spatially salient entities such
as people and objects are continuous rather than disjoint
patches. In general, this leads us to believe random mask-
ing may miss certain semantics that are useful for learning
spatiotemporal representations. The goal of this work is to
address these deficiencies to make masked video modeling
more effective for video representation learning. Because
video is temporally cohesive, the MAE should be able to re-
construct a continuous spatiotemporal volume comprised of
the salient regions. This motivates our following approach.

3.1. Preliminaries

Given a video V ∈ RT×H×W×C , where T,H,W,C denote
the number of frames, height, width, and RGB-channels, the
video is typically first split into patches of size t×h×w×C
and processed with a patch embedding layer P to obtain a
sequence of token embeddings Vp.

Vp = P(V );Vp ∈ R
T
t ×H

h ×W
w (1)

Next, a masking function η (e.g. random masking [11,
39]) generates a binary mask M which is applied to select a
set of visible patches with mask ratio γ.

M = η(Vp, γ); dim(M) = dim(Vp)

Vp visible = Vp · (∼ M)

Vp masked = Vp ·M
(2)

The encoder ϕ then processes only the visible patches
Vp visible while the decoder ξ processes the full set of en-
coded patches and masked tokens ϕ(Vp visible) ∪ Vp masked to

reconstruct the video. This work uses the same asymmetric
encoder-decoder design as [11, 16, 39].

E = ϕ(Vp visible) (3)

V ′ = ξ(E ∪ Vp masked) (4)

Finally, the model is trained with MSE reconstruction
loss between V and V ′. The model is then transferred to
downstream tasks such as classification via finetuning with
cross-entropy loss. Note that this work focuses on the mask
generator η(γ), which is complementary to recent works
which look into the loss function and reconstruction tar-
gets [33, 36, 45, 50].

3.2. Simulated-Motion Masking (SMM)

To help the encoder learn spatiotemporal semantics through-
out the video, we propose to generate a spatiotemporally
continuous moving 3D mask, as shown in Fig. 2. This differs
from random masking [11] and random tube masking [39]
which break spatiotemporal continuity.

We define the mask as a vector [x, y, w, h] where x and y
define the top-left coordinate and w and h define the width
and height of the mask. We first explore the use of random
motion to generate a dense moving 3D mask with masking
ratio γ. To do this, we initialize a rectangle shaped mask in

the first frame with dimensions w0 = h0 =
√

γ ∗ H
h ∗ W

w .

x0 and y0 are then randomly initialized in rand(0, H
h − h0).

We then propagate the mask across time using the following
recurrent relation:

[xt, yt, wt, ht] =[xt−1 + vxt, yt−1 + vyt,

wt−1 + st, ht−1 + st]

t ∈ [1, T ),
∑
t

st = 0
(5)
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where vxt, vyt are the random horizontal and vertical velocity
components, and st is a random scaling factor. To ensure that
the masking ratio for each video is consistent, we enforce
that

∑
t st = 0; in other words, the number of masked

patches remains fixed for a given γ.

3.3. Motion-Guided Masking (MGM)

While SMM leads to an improvement over random masking,
SMM generates masks that may not reflect true motion as it
is not context-aware. For example in Figure 2, the mask may
cover static background rather than the basketball player
depending on the random initialization and velocity. The
most straightforward approach to address this issue would
be to guide the mask using precomputed object bounding
boxes or optical flow. However, this requires additional data
and cost and would make such a method less scalable.

We propose to use motion vectors as guidance to ensure
that the mask movement consistently covers motion across
frames. Motion vectors [30, 47] can be decoded from raw
video (with H.264 or H.265 codecs) with no extra cost, which
ensures that our proposed approach adds no additional cost
and scales well to larger datasets. A motion vector Mt[x, y]
for a given pixel position x, y at frame t, is defined as [dx, dy]
where dx and dy denote the displacement of pixel x, y from
frame t− 1. Motion vectors are typically sparsely assigned
to 8 × 8 pixel grids [30, 47], so the overall motion vector
map is similar to optical flow but at a lower resolution. In
order to use motion vectors to guide the masking, we need
pixel-level correspondence between the motion vectors and
the video. We accomplish this by upsampling the motion
vector map to match the spatial resolution of the video.

Given a motion vector map Mt ∈ RT×H
8 ×W

8 , we first
use nearest-neighbor upsampling (Unearest) to get Mt scaled ∈
RT×H×W .

Mt scaled = Unearest(Mt, (H,W )) (6)

Next, we initialize a dense rectangle mask for frame t0 with

dimensions w0 = h0 =
√
γ ∗ H

h ∗ W
w . x0 and y0 are then

randomly initialized in rand(0, H
h − h0). The mask is then

generated for following time-steps as:

xt center, yt center = PooltopK(Mt scaled)

wt = wt−1 + sxt

ht = ht−1 + syt

[xt, yt, wt, ht] = [xt center −
wt

2
, yt center −

yt
2
, wt, ht]

t ∈ [1, T ),
∑
t

sxt = 0,
∑
t

syt = 0

(7)

where PooltopK is the topK (top-1 in our work) mag-
nitude pooling operation that gives the argmax indexes
xt center, yt center, which the mask is centered around. We
also apply jitter sxt, syt to both the mask height and width.

In other words, MGM produces a moving 3D mask
where the movement of the mask is centered around parts of
the video with the highest magnitude of motion, as shown
in Fig. 2. This makes the reconstruction task more focused
on spatiotemporal semantics than random masking.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Datasets

We conduct experiments on five commonly used datasets:
Something-Something V2 (SSv2) [14] contains 220K
videos with 174 action classes. SSv2 is considered a mo-
tion heavy dataset, as most of the labels are defined by the
motion and directionality of the actual action. Kinetics-400
(K400) [19] is the de-facto standard dataset used to evaluate
video recognition. It contains 240K Internet videos with 400
action classes. UCF101 [34] is a dataset containing 13K
Internet short videos with 101 action classes. HMDB51 [22]
is a dataset containing 5K short movie clips from 51 ac-
tion classes. Diving48 [23] contains 18K untrimmed video
clips from 48 action classes, all of which are types of dives.
We report the top-1 accuracy on the evaluation set for all
datasets following standard practices [12]. Only UCF101
and HMDB51 have multiple split versions; we use split 1.

4.2. Implementation Details

Model Configuration: We experiment with both 2D and
3D transformer backbones. The default backbone is ViT-
Base [9] with global joint space-time attention. We also
experimented with TimesFormer [3] with divided space-time
attention. For fair comparison, we use the same input patch
size of 2× 16× 16 for all models following [39].
Pre-Processing: We pretrain with clips of 16 frames sam-
pled at a temporal stride of 4 and 2 for K400 and SSv2
respectively following [39]. We use a fixed spatial resolution
of 224 × 224 for all experiments. We apply multi-scale-
crop and horizontal flip augmentation by default (flip is not
applied to SSv2). We follow [39] to use AdamW [27] op-
timizer with a base learning rate 1.5e− 4, weight decay of
0.05, β = [0.9, 0.95], and cosine learning rate decay.
Finetuning and Evaluation: We use the same 16-frame clip
for finetuning and multi-view evaluation protocol following
standard practice [12]. We use TSN-style sampling [44] on
SSv2 dataset with 2 temporal × 3 spatial views during test-
time following [39] for fair comparison. For Kinetics-400,
UCF101, HMDB51 and Diving48, we use 5 temporal × 3
spatial views during test-time following [39] for fair com-
parison. See the supplementary material for hyperparameter
details which are mostly the same as [39].

4.3. Main Results

Something-Something V2. We first show our MGM’s per-
formance on SSv2 in Table 1, and compare with previous
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finetune eval on SSv2 finetune eval on K400

Model Backbone GFLOPs Epochs Pretrain Top1 Epochs Pretrain Top1
Supervised
SlowFast [12] R101 + NL 106 196 K400 63.1 - - 79.8
TimeSformer [3] ViT-B 196 15 IN21K 59.5 15 IN21K 78.0
VidTr [51] ViT-B 351 50 K400 63.0 - - 79.1
MotionFormer [28] ViT-B 370 90+35 IN21K + K400 66.5 90 IN21K 79.7
MViTv1 [10] MViT-B 455 200 K400 67.7 - - 81.2
MViTv2 [24] MViT-B 225 200 K400 70.5 - - 82.9
Self-supervised
BEVT [45] Swin-B 282 800+150 IN1K + K400 70.6 800+150 IN1K + K400 80.6
M3Video [36] ViT-B 180 400 SSv2 69.2 400 K400 79.7
MGM ViT-B 180 400 SSv2 69.6 400 K400 80.3
VideoMAE [39] ViT-B 180 800 SSv2 69.6 800 K400 80.0
MGM ViT-B 180 800 SSv2 70.6 800 K400 80.8
MAM2 [33] ViT-B + VQGAN 180 1200 SSv2 71.3 800 K400 82.3
MGM ViT-B 180 1200 SSv2 71.6 1200 K400 81.2
OmniMAE [13] ViT-B 180 1600 IN1K + SSv2 69.5 1600 IN1K + K400 80.8
VideoMAE [39] ViT-B 180 1600 SSv2 70.3 1600 K400 81.5
VideoMAE [39] ViT-B 180 2400 SSv2 70.8 - - -
STMAE [11] ViT-B 180 1600 K400 N/A 1600 K400 81.3
MotionMAE [50] ViT-B 180 2400 SSv2 71.8 1600 K400 81.7
MGM ViT-B 180 1600 SSv2 71.8 1600 K400 81.7
MGM ViT-B 180 2400 SSv2 72.1 - - -

Table 1: Results comparison on Something-SomethingV2 (SSv2) and Kinetics-400 (K400). GFLOPs is listed as a single
view’s. All results are with fine-tuning. We apply repeated augmentation [18] = 2 for this table to compare against SOTA.

models trained in a supervised manner: Our MGM using
vanilla ViT-B pretrained on only SSv2 outperforms previ-
ous SOTA such as MViTv1 [10] (+4.4%) and MViTv2 [10]
(+1.6%) which uses a heavy hierarchical 3D transformer
backbone and pretrains on Kinetics-400. This demonstrates
the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed method
compared to supervised 3D transformer backbones. MGM
also significantly outperforms previous supervised learning
methods that use the same backbone as us: +5.6% over Mo-
tionFormer [28] and +12.6% over TimeSformer [3]. This
demonstrates that the proposed MGM is effective for spa-
tiotemporal modeling.

We then compare MGM with SOTA video MAE meth-
ods. With the same backbone and training schema,
MGM achieves 1.3% higher accuracy comparing to Video-
MAE [39]. Note that with 3× less training time, our MGM
pretrained for 800 epochs is able to achieve nearly the
same performance as VideoMAE pretrained for 2400 epochs
(∼ 66% fewer epochs), as illustrated in Fig. 1. This demon-
strates that motion-guided masking is a more efficient strat-
egy for self-supervised spatiotemporal learning due to learn-
ing video saliency. Compared to OmniMAE [13] which does
masked modeling on both images and video, MGM achieves
+2.6% improvement. Compared to BEVT [45] which also
learns from both images and video and additionally uses

Swin Transformer [25, 26] – a heavy 3D Transformer ar-
chitecture – MGM achieves +1.5% improvement. This is
despite the fact that our method only uses video and is pre-
trained from scratch. Note that STMAE [11] only provides
results for ViT-Large backbone on SSv2.

We finally compare our MGM with some most recent
works that also utilize motion information for video pretrain-
ing. MGM outperforms M3Video [36] (+0.4% with the same
400 epochs of pretraining) which reconstructs motion trajec-
tories generated from optical flow. We achieve equivalent
performance to MotionMAE [50] using 50% fewer epochs
(1600 vs. 2400) even though it utilizes frame difference as an
additional reconstruction target which incorporates explicit
motion information. The results show that motion-guided
masking alone is sufficient for improving spatiotemporal
learning. It is worth reiterating that our MGM uses motion
vectors for masking guidance, which is already computed
during video encoding, and thus directly available during
video decoding [30, 43, 47], making our method more effi-
cient and scalable comparing to works such as [33, 36, 50]
which use optical flow and/or frame difference.

Kinetics-400 (K400). We further conduct experiments on
K400 and show results in Table 1. Similar trends are ob-
served. Our MGM is able to outperform supervised models
with the same backbone such as TimeSformer [3] by +3.7%
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and MotionFormer [28] by +2.0%. MGM slightly underper-
forms some hierarchical 3D transformer backbones such as
MViTv2 [24] by -1.2% on K400 but MViTv2 is trained with
2× more frames (32) and uses significantly more FLOPS.

Comparing with other MAE based methods, our MGM
consistently outperforms VideoMAE by +1.4% at 800
epochs of pretraining. MGM also achieves better perfor-
mance comparing to other recent works, at no additional cost.
Our MGM outperforms M3Video [36] at 400 epochs of pre-
training by 0.6%, while being more efficient as our method
does not use frame difference nor optical flow. Compared to
OmniMAE [13] which uses both images and video, MGM
achieves 0.9% improvement. Compared to BEVT [45],
MGM achieves 1.1% improvement.

We note that the performance gain MGM obtains over
other methods on K400 is slightly lower compared to on
SSv2. This can be explained by the fact that a great propor-
tion of actions in K400 dataset can be differentiated by the
appearance of a few key frames, for example, “skiing” vs.
“tennis”. In contrast, recognising actions in SSv2 dataset,
e.g. “moving something up” vs. “moving something down”,
requires the model to understand the subtle differences in mo-
tion along temporal dimension. Therefore, we hypothesize
that spatiotemporal modeling is less impactful on spatial-
heavy datasets such as K400 and the strength of MGM is
not fully exhibited. Motion serves as a appearance-agnostic
differentiator between classes.

4.4. Transfer Learning

We next evaluate MGM’s performance when transferred to
smaller datasets: UCF101 [34], HMDB51 [22], and Div-
ing48 [23]. Performance in transfer learning is commonly
used as an indicator of feature quality and representative-
ness [17]. We use ViT-Base model pretrained on K400 and
SSv2 by 800 epochs for all transfer learning experiments.
Finetune on downstream tasks. We first present fine-tuning
results from MGM pretrained on unlabeled K400 in Table 2.
Our MGM consistently outperforms VideoMAE with same
backbone and pretraining setup on all three datasets (+0.9%
on UCF101, +1.1% on HMDB51, +4.9% on Diving48). This
shows that our approach learns more representative seman-
tics and thus generalizes better to small-scale downstream
tasks. It is worth mentioning that MGM even outperforms
K400 supervised pretraining on HMDB51 (+3.2%) and on
Diving48 (+7.5%), demonstrating the effectiveness of our
proposed method.

Our MGM is also able to consistently outperform Video-
MAE [39] with pretraining on unlabeled SSv2 in the finetune
setting (+1.3% on UCF101, +1% on HMDB51, +2.6% on
Diving48). Our MGM even outperforms SSv2 supervised
pretraining by a large margin (+14.1% on UCF101, +13.4%
on HMDB51, +46.9% on Diving48). Finetuning MGM on
SSv2 (same model from Tab. 1) does not lead to a large

UCF HMDB Diving48

Supervised (K400) † 95.1 71.4 62.7
VideoMAE [39] 93.3 73.5 65.3
MGM 94.2 74.6 70.2
+ K400 Finetune (Tab. 1) 97.7 81.0 82.6

(a) Pretrained on K400 and finetuned on downstream tasks.

UCF HMDB Diving48

Supervised (SSv2) † 77.8 56.3 36.2
VideoMAE [39] 90.6 68.7 80.5
MGM 91.9 69.7 83.1
+ SSv2 Finetune ( Tab. 1) 93.2 74.7 83.4

(b) Pretrained on SSv2 and finetuned on downstream tasks.

UCF HMDB Diving48

Supervised (K400) † 94.1 65.4 25.2
VideoMAE [39] 70.5 45.4 10.0
MGM 77.5 49.2 14.2

(c) Pretrained on K400 and evaluated with linear prob-
ing on downstream tasks.

UCF HMDB Diving48

Supervised (SSv2) † 72.9 51.8 13.2
VideoMAE [39] 65.3 41.2 10.7
MGM 69.1 44.8 10.2

(d) Pretrained on SSv2 and evaluated with linear prob-
ing on downstream tasks.

Table 2: MGM generalizes well to various downstream
datasets (UCF101, HMDB51 and Diving48) on two down-
stream tasks (finetune, linear-probe). We test VideoMAE
and MGM pretrained on Kinetics-400 (K400) for 800 epochs.
† The supervised baseline is ViT-B trained from scratch on
K400 and SSv2 using the recipe from MViT [10, 24].

boost, indicating that our model is able to learn the majority
of semantics just from unsupervised pretraining, and that
unsupervised pretraining is able to make better use of the
information in SSv2 than supervised training.
Linear Probe on downstream tasks. Previous work [2,
11, 16] argues that generative approaches such as MAE gen-
erally perform worse on linear probing tasks as there is a
larger gap between the reconstruction task and downstream
evaluation compared to other pretraining methods. Neverthe-
less, we compare linear probe performance between MGM
and VideoMAE [39] and show that our method achieves
significantly better performance. With K400 pretraining,
we outperform VideoMAE by +7% on UCF101, +3.8% on
HMDB51, and +4.2% on Diving48. With SSv2 pretraining,
we outperform by +3.8% on UCF101, +3.6% on HMDB51,
and underperform by -0.5% on Diving48. This demonstrates
that motion-modeling helps reduce the gap between the re-
construction task and downstream tasks, as linear probe only
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UCF14 → HMDB7 HMDB14 → UCF7

VideoMAE [39] 55.7 69.6
MGM 57.6 71.4
+ K400 Finetune (Tab. 1) 79.1 96.2

Table 3: MGM works well when trained on one dataset
and evaluated on another dataset for an overlapping set of
classes. The model sees no samples from test dataset, indi-
cating motion understanding as motion is agnostic to spatial
appearance. We tested VideoMAE and MGM pretrained on
Kinetics-400 (K400) for 800 epochs.

trains a linear clasifier on top of features extracted from the
frozen backbone; linear layers cannot learn new semantics.

We note that there is a large gap of over 10% with K400
supervised pretraining on linear probe. This is a general
deficiency of generative methods such as MAE-based pre-
training [11] and we leave further exploration of this problem
to future works. One way to address this would be to com-
bine MAE with discriminative methods such as contrastive
learning to obtain a balanced representation.
Domain adaptation. We further evaluate MGM on partial
domain adaptation tasks following [49], in which the labels
for the target dataset are a subset of the labels for the source
dataset. The model is finetuned on the source dataset and
directly evaluated on the target dataset without seeing any
samples from the target dataset. This is more challenging
than conventional domain adaptation as the model may in-
correctly label samples in the target dataset as the labels
from the source dataset which are not present in the target
dataset (“negative transfer”) [49]. Previous work has showed
that optical flow is useful for action recognition because it is
invariant to appearance [32]. Several works such as [6, 31]
improve unsupervised domain adaptation in video by reduc-
ing background and appearance bias to capture the essence
of an action via shuffling and mixup respectively. By similar
reasoning, domain adaptation is a good evaluation protocol
to assess motion learning as the source and target datasets
have very different visual appearances, and motion serves
as a common link between classes that is agnostic to spatial
appearances.

We use the training sets provided by [49] for UCF14
→ HMDB7 and HMDB14 → UCF7. Our MGM consis-
tently outperform VideoMAE with K400 pretraining in both
settings (+1.9% on HMDB7 and +1.8% on UCF7) indicat-
ing that MGM can also outperform in a domain adaptation
setting. While there is a significant gap of over 20% be-
tween Table 3 and Table 2, finetuning our model on K400
labels bridges the gap. This suggests that our model has
learned video saliency and can perform well without any
large-scale label supervision, but additional label supervision
is helpful for challenging settings such as domain adaptation
where spatial information is very different and difficult to
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Figure 3: Ablations on mask ratio 3a and pretraining dura-
tion 3b. Mask ratio 0.75 is optimal and performance does
not saturate with longer pretraining.

backbone SSv2

ViT-S 61.1
ViT-B 67.3
TimesFormer [3] 64.7

(a) Backbone generalization.

guidance SSv2

optical flow 66.0
motion vector 67.3

(b) Source of motion info.

aspect ratio SSv2

no 67.1
yes 67.3

(c) Mask jitter.

pretrain data samples K400

Mini-K200 [48] 80K 78.2
K400 [19] 240K 78.6

(d) Dataset scale generalization.
temporal propagation spatial continuity

Mask static simulated motion sparse dense Acc
Random Block ✓ ✓ 62.9
SMM (Sparse) ✓ ✓ 64.6
Random Tube ✓ ✓ 65.0
MGM (Sparse) ✓ ✓ 65.1
SMM (Dense) ✓ ✓ 65.9
MGM (Dense) ✓ ✓ 67.3

(e) Masking strategies differentiated by initial position, temporal
propagation, and spatial continuity. Spatiotemporally continuous
masks with motion guidance perform the best.

Table 4: Ablations on backbone 4a, source of motion guid-
ance 4b, mask jitter 4c, pretrain data scale 4d, and mask
type 4e. All ablations pretrain for 200 epochs on SSv2 un-
less otherwise indicated.

learn from limited samples. There are only ∼1000 training
samples in each setting.

4.5. Ablations

We perform ablations on the Something-Something V2
dataset, with MGM with ViT-B backbone pretrained for 200
epochs using our motion-guided masking, unless otherwise
specified.
Impact of masking ratio. Figure 3a studies the impact
of different masking ratio on SSv2. We noticed that 0.75
masking ratio works best for the proposed MGM, which
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is lower than that of other works [11, 39]. This is because
motion-guided masking leads to a more “challenging” re-
construction task compared to random masking, since the
masked regions of videos are most informative and therefore
cannot be easily inferred from retained regions.
Impact of pretraining length. We show the impact of
different pretraining epochs on SSv2 in Figure 3b. The
proposed MGM consistently improves with more training
and we achieve state-of-the-art performance on SSv2 with
2400 epochs of pretraining. Performance does not seem to
saturate with longer pretraining.
Generalization to different backbones. MGM also gen-
eralizes well to backbones of different sizes and types ( Ta-
ble 4a). We test vanilla ViT-S [9] and ViT-B [9], and TimeS-
former [3] with joint space-time attention. Note that our
TimeSformer ablation outperforms the supervised result re-
ported by [3] of 59.5% on SSv2 which uses IN21K pre-
training. In contrast, we do not use any extra data. ViT-S’s
lower performance may be explained by its low model capac-
ity which may not be sufficient for learning spatiotemporal
dynamics. As other methods do not use ViT-S, we cannot
compare our result to other methods. We thus use ViT-B to
compare fairly against other MAE works which use ViT-B.
Impact of motion source. In Table 4b we compare the
performance of MGM when using optical flow vs. motion
vectors as the source of motion guidance. Even though opti-
cal flow is more fine-grained and precise than motion vectors,
performance of MGM drops when the mask is guided by
optical flow. This could be related to the fact that optical
flow is calculated on a per-pixel basis whereas motion vec-
tors are computed in a block-wise manner and we utilize
a block-wise mask strategy. We thus conveniently choose
to use motion vector as it is also directly obtainable from
compressed video. We extract optical flow using RAFT-
Small [38]. On the SSv2 dataset, reading motion vectors is
roughly 30× faster than computing optical flow (80 millisec-
onds vs. 2.5 seconds per video on average).
Impact of mask aspect ratio jitter. In Table 4c we ablate
the use of aspect ratio jittering from Eq. (7). We see that
aspect ratio jittering gives a small 0.2% boost in performance
but is not a critical component of MGM.
Impact of pretrain dataset scale. In Table 4d we ablate
the amount of pretraining data used to see if MGM can
generalize to different dataset scales. We pretrain MGM on
MiniKinetics-200 [48] and Kinetics-400 (K400) [19] which
contain ∼80K videos and ∼240K videos respectively for
200 epochs. MiniKinetics-200 contains videos belonging to
a subset of 200 of the most common classes in K400. We
then evaluate top-1 accuracy on K400. We find that there is
a small 0.4% drop in performance when pretraining on the
smaller MiniKinetics-200. We expect performance to further
improve when pretraining on datasets larger than K400.
Effectiveness of 3D motion masking. Table 4e studies

different masking strategies which are broken down into
categories based on degree of motion guidance and spatial
continuity. We first compare dense to sparse masking, where
sparse means that the mask may be spatially discontinuous.
The dense variant of SMM and MGM outperform the re-
spective sparse counterpart; dense SMM outperforms sparse
SMM by 1.3% and dense MGM outperforms sparse MGM
by 2.2%. This suggests the importance of maintaining spatial
continuity in the masked reconstruction. Next, we compare
MGM to SMM. Sparse MGM outperforms sparse SMM by
0.5% and dense MGM outperforms dense SMM by 1.4%.
When motion is completely removed, performance is the
worst even when the mask is spatially continuous (static
block gets 62.9%). Dense MGM outperforms all mask-
ing strategies and specifically the random masking baseline
by 2.3%. All masking strategies except block and sparse
SMM outperform random masking. Random masking is
spatiotemporally discontinuous. This validates our intuition
that forming continuous 3D masks which model the true
motion information within video is useful. We thus pick
dense MGM for all other experiments and refer to “MGM”
as the dense variant by default. For a visualization of these
masking strategies, see Figure 4.

Motion-guidance per patch

MGM
(Dense)

Simulated movement per block 

Motion-guidance per block

No motion

No motion

Simulated movement per patch

MGM
(Sparse)

SMM
(Dense)

SMM
(Sparse)

Random
Tube

Random
Block

Frame i Frame i + 1 Frame i + 2 Frame i Frame i + 1 Frame i + 2

Figure 4: Visualization of different mask algorithms.

4.6. Visualization

In Figure 5, we provide visualizations from two perspectives
using MGM pretrained on K400. Note that visualizations are
subjective and should not be used as a formal explanation for
model behavior. Our intention is to provide additional insight
into the model to complement our quantitative results. We
first visualize the RGB frames with bounding boxes, motion-
guided masks, and motion vectors. We see that the motion-
guided masks overlap with the majority of spatiotemporally
salient regions. Second, we visualize the attention map using
the center patch of the center frame as a query. We observe
that the model mostly attends to the salient regions. For
more visualizations, see the supplementary.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

RGB with bbox
overlay

Motion-Guided 
Mask

Motion Vectors

Attention Map

Figure 5: a) RGB frames with bounding boxes for visualiza-
tion. b) Our MGM masks continuously cover the moving
hand. c) Motion vector maps. d) Encoder attention map
using center patch of center frame as query.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Limitations. Our method efficiently leverages motion cues
from compressed video format. However, MGM’s effective-
ness on the video benchmarks that are not human centric
or have tremendous camera motion has yet to be examined.
To the best of our knowledge, we did not find such a video
benchmark, so we will leave this to future work.

Potential negative impact. As our model is trained on
primarily Internet video datasets, our model will learn the
bias inherent to that data. There could be unintended conse-
quences and we advocate for complying with the law.

Conclusion. This paper introduces motion-guided mask-
ing (MGM), an algorithm which produces motion-aware 3D
masks to improve spatiotemporal learning. Our use of mo-
tion information is much more efficient than previous optical
flow as we leverage motion vectors that naturally exist in the
video codec. We achieve new state-of-the-art or comparable
performance on two challenging large-scale video bench-
marks and achieve previous state-of-the-art results with 50%
less pretraining time, making our method more efficient. We
also achieve better generalization than previous video MAE
works on three small-scale datasets. We believe our method
has the potential to enable more efficient video training.
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